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SLIDE 1

In this paper we present the results of an extended experiment on the

directional property of underwater acoustic ambient. The measurement was one

of opportunity. The sensor system was intended for a use other than what is

being reported here. However, we feel that the data set, albeit incomplete,

has allowed some unique observations of the wind speed dependence of the

spatial character of the acoustic ambient. Furthermore, we wish to illustrate

how the measurements are consistent with a rather simple model of a diffuse

near-surface acoustic source structure.

The actual measurement consisted of the total sound precsure level

spectra, the horizontally directed sound pressure spectra and the wind speed.

The data, which was accumulated over a 1-year period, was edited so that only

sea surface-related sources were presented.

The measurements were related to a simple model of the diffuse near-

surface sound structure so that a total ambient vertical directional spectra

could be deduced from the data. Furthermore, the character of the data,

relative to the model, was used to infer certain characteristics of the source

with and without whitecaps being present.

The initial motivation and objective of the data analysis was to

determine the ambient vertical directional spectra as a function of wind

speed.

2
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SLIDE 2

We begin by describing and defining the geometry of the model and the

experiment. The observation is made with a deep vertical line array of

hydrophones. Two sources are considered in the model: a hurizontally uniform

plane of statistically independent dipole sources located at z = 0, and a

subsurface layer of statistically independent monopolec located between the

planes defined by z = 0 and z = D. The monopoles, while horizontally uniform,

have an arbitrary vertical density distribution. Each differential volume of

sources contributes to a differential solid angle at the receiver. Three

important assumptions are made. First, the line array is much deeper than the

deepest source, so the direct path and the reflected path off the pressure

release surface arrive at the receiver with the same vertical angle. Second,

the water depth and bottom reflection loss are such that no significant

acoustic energy is reflected from the bottom. Third, the frequency range of

the measurements, which is 8 to 32 kHz, is sufficiently high that the

propagation is adequately modeled using the Eikonal equation approximation.

4
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SLIDE 3

There are two resulting vertical directivity functions calculated: one

for the surface plane of dipoles and one for the subsurface laver of

monopoles. The former is well known and is not repeated here.' The second is

less known and is shown in this slide. The expression consists of three

multiplicative terms. First is the propagation loss resulting from geometric

spreading and media absorption. Second, the denominator term is a geometrical

term relating the change in surface area of the source volume to the change in

solid angle of the directional density function. Third is the vertical

integral of the depth density distribution of the monopole sources modified h;

a term which accounts for the average reflection coefficient for randomly

rough surfaces.2 If one asserts a functional form for the vertical density

distribution, then the integral may be evaluated and the vertical directivity

function becomes a two-parameter function of the vertical source angle. The

two parameters are length scales; that is, the surface roughness and the

characteristic depth of the monopole density distribution nondimensionalized

by the acoustic wavelength.

6
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SLIDE 4

A typical calculated directivity function is shown in this slide. The

abscissa is the vertical elevation angle with 180 degrees being vertical

upwards. The ordinate is the directional spectral density with the vertical

value arbitrarily set to 1. In the calculation the surface sound velocity was

significantly greater than existed at the 125-m receiver so that a limiting

ray condition occurs at about 95 degrees. This was done to minimize the

computational time and was not typical of the experiment conditions. Here the

surface is smooth and the frequency is 10 kHz. The calculation was performed

for a rather fast surface veloci-y so that the acoustic wavelength at the

surface is 15.5 cm. The directivity function for the surface plane of dipoles

is shown as a reference, and the directivity pattern for an isotropic acoustic

field is shown as a horizontal line. Superimposed on these two references are

the directional spectra for a subsurface layer of monopoles with an

exponentially distributed vertical density distribution function. The figure

illustrates this spectra for three values of the characteristic depth of the

monopole vertical distribution. In physical units the depths are 1.5 cm, 6 cm

and 15.5 cm.

When the characteristic depth scale is a small fraction of the acoustic

wavelength (we refer to this as acoustically thin), then the familiar result

is that the layer acts like a dipole whose source strength vanishes as the

layer thickness vanishes.3 This is shown in the figure where we see that the

thin layer approximates the dipole. In the opposite case, when the layer is

acoustically thick, a monnpole and its image produce a multilobe pattern

function. Numerous such 5ources acting independently then produce a more

vertically uniform source energy distribution, which makes the layer act like

a monopole source. The resulting directional spectra at the near-horizontal

angles is thus seen to rise above the isotropic spectral distribution. Our

measurements of the horizontally directed acoustic ambient are thus seen as a

sensitive measure of this structure, if in fact it exists. A convenient

metric is "antenna noise gain," which is the ratio of the hydrophone signal to

the antenna signal. We sce from this figure that the gain will be large

relative to the isotropic value when the source is "dipole like" and small

8
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relative to the isotropic value when the source is "monopole like." Please

try to keep this in mind as we view the measured results.

While time does not permit our showing it here, a non-zero surface

roughness is seen to make a thin layer act more like a monopole as it reduces

the coherence of the surface reflection.

SLIDE 5

This slide summarizes the details of the experiment. The acoustic

sensors were placed in the middle of the TOTO basin in The Bahamas. The

1830-m water depth was large relative to the 125-m sensor depth, which was in

turn large compared with the subsurface layer of bubbles. The nearest basin

escarpment was 12 kilometers from the transducers. The system consisted of a

single hydrophone and two vertical hydrophone arrays. The vertical antennas

were hard-wired so that only the "broadside" beam in the horizontal direction

was available. These sensors were sampled over a 1-year period. Sound

pressure level spectra were calculated from the resulting time series.

Spectral levels at 8, 16, and 32 kHz were recorded in a database along with

the wind speed measured 10 meters above the sea surface in the shallows some

13 kilometers from the acoustic measurement. All data samples that contained

indications of biological or industrial contaminations were removed. The

resulting database seen here contained 215 samples.

10
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SLIDE 6

The horizontally directed antenna outputs were normalized by the hydro-

phone levels. The inverse of this ratio is termed the "antenna noise gain."

The phenomena that we wish to describe is best illustrated by comparing --

that is, normalizing -- the "antenna noise gain" by the calculated

"directivity index," which is the "antenna noise gain" in an isotropic

pressure field. We will refer to this measured gain relative to the gain in

an isotropic pressure field as the "anisotropic gain." Thus the ordinates of

these figures are a measure of the noise gain of the antennas relative to an

isotropic field. This is shown in the figures as a dark horizontal line at 0

dB. Recalling our previous slide, we will label values of the anisotropic

gain greater than 1 as due to a "dipole like" source and values less than 1 as

due to a "monopole like" source. This is shown to the right of the figures.

Wind speed is the basic independent variable of our experiment.

Following B.R. Kerman's 1980 work,5 we convert the measured 10-m wind speed

values to surface friction velocity nondimensionalized by the minimum phase

speed of the capillary-gravity surface wave field. The abscissa of the

figures are thus nondimensional friction velocity. A dark vertical line is

shown for a unity value of the nondimensional variable. We labeled the region

less than 1 as not having whitecaps present, and for values of the

independent var-iable greater than I we labeled this region as having whitecaps

present.

The figures show the measured results at 8 and 32 kHz. The 16 kHz data,

not shown, is quite similar. One sees a distinctly different character to the

data depending on the existence or nonexistence of whitecaps. With whitecaps

presenu the anisotropic gain is only weakly dependent on wind speed and the

results are well predicted by the independent variable. Without whitecaps

present there is a general trend to the data that matches a power law with an

exponent near 2. However, the independent variable is no longer a good

predictor of the anisotropic gain. It appears that for each value of the

nondimensional friction velocity there is a significant range of gains

observed.

12
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SLIDE 7

The relative variability of the anisotropic gain with and without

whitecaps present is seen in this slide which presents the histograms of the

residuals of the anisotropic gains about the regression lines of the previous

slide. The abscissa is the residual in decibels, and the ordinate is the

percentage of the total number of observations. The upper graph is with

whitecaps present, and the lower graph is without whitecaps present. The

greater variability of the anisotropic gain without whitecaps present observed

on the previous slide is again evident. However, the histogram now shows

another characteristic difference between the two cases; that is, the

whitecaps-present case has a significant asymmetry to the histogram. A

coefficient of skewness estimated for the two cases is four times as large in

the whitecaps-present case as it was in the whitecaps-not-present case. With

whitecaps present the anisotropic gain appears to have a physical limit to it.

The variability of the measurement is limited to the lower side of the extreme

value. This is consistent with our previous discussion which indicated tat

the maximum possible gain occurs for the purely dipole sourc-. Not

surprisingly, the source model with whitecaps present is a surface plane of

dipoles caused by a ready supply of spray and an acoustically thin layer of

bubbles.

If there is some validity to our model, then without whitecaps po'esent

there is significant variability in the effective depth of the monopole layer

for a given wind speed, indicating that other variables such as turbulence,

internal waves, and previous wind history are contributing factors. However,

on the average the characteristic depth of the monopole layer is decreasing

with an increasing wind speed. Because the intensity is increasing with wind

speed, the decrease in characteristic depth is probably the result of a supply

of shallower monopoles and not a redistribution of the existing ones.

14
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SLIDE 8

In the previous slide we saw that wind speed is not a good predictor of

the vertical anisotropic gain and presumably of the vertical directivity spec-

tra without whitecaps present. We associated this loss of correlation of the

acoustic variability with wind speed as being caused by other near-surface

environmental variables. We did, however, find that total acoustic intensity

is a useful independent variable when the whitecaps are not present. This is

shown in this slide, which presents the anisotropic gain as a function of

total acoustic sound pressure level for all the data at 16 and 32 kHz. The 8

kHz data shows a similar dependence although with somewhat more variability.

Thus at low wind speeds the total acoustic intensity is a good measure of the

"acoustic state" of the near-surface sources and is thus a good indicator of

the vertical directivity spectra.

16
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SLIDE 9

This paper describes the results of a data analysis task that infers the

acoustic ambient directional spectra caused by sea surface sources of sound

from measurements of the horizontally directed acoustic ambient. A

theoretical analysis shows that the near-horizontal value of the directional

spectra is a sensitive measure of the entire directional spectra resulting

from a diffuse source field consisting of a plane of surface dipoles and a

subsurface layer of monopoles. An extended measurement of the horizontal

value of the array gain of three vertical antennas covering the frequency

range of 8 to 32 kHz was undertaken. The results of the analysis indicated a

clear wind speed dependence in the horizontally steered antenna gain resulting

from a wind speed dependence in the acoustic ambient vertical directional

spectra. The observed array gain was found to dichotomize into categories of

either whitecaps present or whitecaps not present, with distinctly different

behaviors in each category. The measurements are at least consistent with a

high frequency sea surface sound model, valid with whitecaps present, which

consists of a surface plane of dipole sources and an acoustically thin layer

of monopoles presumably resulting from a ready supply of spray and bubbles

caused by the whitecapps. With no whitecaps present the source structure is

altered. It appears to be dominated by an acoustically thick layer of

monopoles with a characteristic depth scale that increases with decreasing

wind speed. Because the acoustic intensity also decreases with decreasing

wind speed, the larger depth scale is presumably a result of the loss of a

supply of shallower monopoles and not a redistribution in the existing ones.

18
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